
Set up a good workspace

Set up a quiet space at home to work. It doesn’t have to be big, but it needs 
to be free from distraction so that you can complete your homework. 



Revision timetable

When it comes to exams, get organised! Set up a revision timetable to 
make sure that you learn everything that you need. 



Motivation

Self  motivation is so important. Only you can motivate yourself, so aim 
high and put the work in! 



Using rhymes to revise

Using mini rhymes and raps are a great way to learn for exams 



Using mnemonics to revise

A mnemonic is a phrase or word that helps you to remember things. For 
instance, ‘Never Eat Shredded Wheat’ is a fantastic way to remember 
‘North East South West’. Use mnemonics like this to memorise learning 
for exams. 



Using mind-maps 

Mind-maps are a superb way to plan your thoughts, while they are also a 
fantastic way to revise and learn. 



Good attendance

Being in school is so important. Make sure you get yourself  out of  bed 
and into the classroom. Every day makes a distance. 



Brilliant in-school behavior

Good behaviour allows you to learn. Make sure you keep yourself  in 
check, and your grades will follow! 



Asking teachers for help and advice

Use the expertise of  your teachers! They know what they’re doing, so if  
you have questions about how you can do better, don’t be afraid to ask! 



Revising with friends

Group revision can work really well. As long as you don’t get distracted, 
working through problems with friends can be very useful. 



Starting revision early 

Don’t start revising the night before an exam! Give yourself  the best 
chance of  success by preparing well in advance. 



Living Healthy! Sleeping well, eating well and 
exercising

If  you eat heavily, sleep well and exercise regularly, you will give your brain 
the best chance of  staying concentrated. This will help you to thrive in 
school! 



Revising exam technique

Learning how to answer questions is really useful. Make sure you know 
what to expect from your exams. 



Memorizing exam structure and question type

Knowing the types of  questions that you will be asked is really useful. This 
prepares you to get fantastic results. 



Exam day prep: know when your exam is, what 
it is, and where it is! 

These little details are really important. There is no use revising for months 
if  you miss your exam! 



ACTIVE revision. Don’t just read!

Make notes, mindmaps, posters, rhymes, mnemonics, anything you can in 
order to revise! Just reading isn't enough! 



Always bringing your equipment 

You’re not gonna get very far without the correct equipment! Make sure 
you have everything you need to excel in lessons. 



Test yourself  using past-papers 

Testing yourself  with past papers can give you confidence and expertise in 
how to tackle exams. 



Use the web, but wisely

The internet is such a fantastic resource, so use it. However, make sure you 
use it wisely. Wikipedia, for instance, is not a good website for research! 
Also, make sure that you are not distracted by social media if  you are using 
the web to learn. 



Use revision cards and post-its 

Breaking revision down into smaller chunks is really useful. Post-it notes 
and revision cards can be used to break information down and learn your 
notes one chunk at a time. 


